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Source: Windows Central Best PC Games Windows Central 2020 In many ways, PC gamers are outperforming their console counterparts. One of the reasons why is the sheer breadth of titles available, but this can make it a challenge to keep up with the best titles on the platform. We're here to help you with a shortlist
of PC games you need to play – both new and old. Even though it's a few years old (and frankly an obvious choice), The Witcher 3 remains our top choice. This choice may seem a little too obvious, but The Witcher 3 is truly one of the best RPGs released on PC. The story is captivating, every sidequest is interesting,
and the world CD Projekt RED managed to bring to life feels authentic. It's mind-boggling the first time you've gone on Geralt's adventure. The Witcher 3 is a medieval-inspired experience, following the adventures of Geralt van Rivia as he tries to track down his protégé, Ciri. Along the way, Geralt gets caught up in all
sorts of political intrigues and trades his supernatural hunting services for currency and information. Even the mini-game, Gwent, was such a hit that the developer managed to release a standalone game. It's the whole package, as long as you overlook the so-called combat system. Stunning visuals Captivating Story
Interesting characters Story decisions Unique world The winds howling The Witcher 3 is one of the (if not the) best RPGs that have been released on PC. You have to play it. Buy directly from GOG to support the developer and get access to a DRM-free copy. EA decided it would be a good idea to make money from the
Battle Royale craze, and Apex Legends is what subsidiary Respawn Entertainment came up with. Many consider it a free-to-play Battle Royale version of Titanfall, but it's much more than that. If you are familiar with PUBG, the goal of this game is to stand dropdown with teammates and the last team. You have no control
over mechs; Instead, it's more of a traditional run-and-gun shooter, but each character available has unique special abilities that keep each round fresh. It's a fun game, especially with friends, and the amount of customization and addictive gameplay make the gravel an enjoyable experience. Even with the launch of
COD's second Battle Royale, Apex Legends is still a unique experience and one to try out in 2020. Addictive Gameplay Unique Battle Royale game Free Great Design Smooth Moves Battle Pass costs money Other microtransactions One of the best Battel Royale games Apex Legends is addictive, enjoyable and well
polished. It's a unique take on the Battle Royale formula without alienating genre fans. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim is one of those games that refuses to die. The game was released on Xbox 360, Xbox One, PC (twice), 3 and 4, Switch and more. It's a game that almost everyone has played, but if somehow you haven't
traveled to the Scandinavian country, you really have to do that. It's an RPG that lets you take control of a character, immerse yourself in an atmospheric world and do what you want. You Follow the main questline, perform sidequests, explore the world and discover secrets, or you'll do anything. It's all up to you. What
makes the Special Edition great on PC is its 64-bit architecture, which allows you to install many more mods with less impact on performance. There are some killer mods out there for Skyrim that add new lands, quests, items, weapons, perks, and some even overhaul mechanics altogether. Immense open world
Immersive atmosphere Much gameplay Much story Mods Massive world Skyrim is one of the most beloved RPGs released of all time. Just add mods, and you're good to go for hours after hours. Forza Horizon is a series that many follow for its addictive racing gameplay and online features to promote a virtual petrol
head community. The latest installment in the series is a creaky entry, sporting a huge open-world based in Scotland. It's everything That Forza Horizon 3 was and more. You'll drive around in your favorite vehicles, destroy most of the surroundings and enjoy the experience of driving in multiple seasons – all in glorious
4K. Incredible Graphics Excellent Gameplay Online Features Large Open World As Many Cars Load ... Mediocre matchmaking The biggest racer in Scotland Forza Horizon is a great racing series from Microsoft that focuses on online play, and the fourth installment is the best of the series yet. Chances are you've
already played Grand Theft Auto V, but if you haven't, you should. It is the biggest entry in the GTA series, following the story of three broken individuals. Aside from the engaging storyline, you have to go around and wreak havoc in the city, as in other GTA titles. While the single-player action is addictive, the real gem is
GTA Online, which is a completely separate game that is in the same package. Rockstar updates it weekly with new content, so there's always something new to get stuck on. Play it with friends, and you'll have so much fun. Three protagonists Large open world Graphics Free online play Regular updates Grand theft
madness Grand Theft Auto V switches the usual story structure by adding another two protagonists to create a unique story-telling experience. Ubisoft continues to release updates to Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Siege tactical shooter, giving players even more content to dive through. The popular game mode Terrorist
Hunt tasks two squads of players to either attack or defend a specific location, and there is simply no other multiplayer title that matches the tense, skill-driven action. You have to master the art of destruction and gadgets in this game. Experience a new era of fierce firefights and expert strategy born of the rich legacy of
Tom Clancy's past Rainbow Six games. We are fans of this episode, and if you're looking for a new multiplayer experience, this is it. Our only problem is the steep learning curve, which can deter newcomers. Unparalleled skill-based multiplayer flawless atmosphere atmosphere Free tactical shooting rainbow six siege
updates is an aggressive strategic shooter from Ubisoft with environmental destruction, tons of tactical gadgets and an emphasis on team play. Total War: Warhammer II is one of those strategy games that is a good fit for both newcomers and genre veterans. Included fantasy races ensure a healthy diversity of units and
you are thrown into heated battles on a large scale. The campaign is also rock solid, as are other game modes. There's plenty to find about the Total War series, although most releases have come with countless bugs, but Warhammer II isn't too bad in that respect. If you like strategy games that burden you with empire
management, diplomacy, warfare and more, Then Total War: Warhammer II is waiting for you. Stunning visuals Addictive strategies Many content Unique races Not too buggy Amazing strategy Total War games are huge in size, and Warhammer II is no different. It takes everything the first Warhammer Total War game
so well and expands on. Strategy and simulation can often go hand in hand, and that's exactly what Frostpunk offers, but much more. There is not only well-known strategic mechanics, but also an immersive story and survival elements that include this one addictive title that can fall under a few categories. We could
have picked from a few other titles like They Are Billions and possibly even Surviving Mars. Still, Frostpunk is just more polished with interesting features like the dynamic story and setting. Indie developer 11bit Studios has also supported Frostpunk with lots of free post-launch content. It's a solid, tight survival experience.
Stunning visuals Soothing Music Narrative Unique experience Survive the cold Frostpunk is a beautiful, engaging city-builder come survival strategy game that will challenge you with tough tasks and even tougher choices. Stellaris is one of the best 4X strategy and sci-fi games out there. You start with your own
civilization in the vast space and you have to develop your empire. The early game is loved by fans because you really feel like you're exploring space for the first time. Multiple extensions have been released, adding tons of new content and free patches to refresh the game for all Stellaris owners. The game itself is easy
to get into, but challenging to master, taking you to manage planets, populations, relationships with other civilizations, and ensure that you have enough resources to maintain a fleet. Solid UI and graphics Addictive gameplay Much depth Replayability AI is a little silly Steep learning curve See what's stellaris is a 4X
strategy game in which you find yourself exploring space, making friends (and enemies) and fending off unknown threats. Dark Souls has a reputation for being difficult, and Dark Souls III lives up to that reputation. You will go through a moody environment with a beautiful where you put down punishing bosses. Before
you record Game, we should warn you about incoming headaches, anger, broken keyboards, and possibly monitors, too. There is a reason why game difficulty is often compared to Dark Souls. After selecting your character, you are essentially tasked with embracing darkness, making full use of light and bonfires. The
general story is considered fairly open to interpretation, so you're going to tackle that creeping bandit or raging warrior if you do something that gets in the way. Weighty battles Brutal difficulty Wonderful atmosphere Creative enemies Can be too difficult Story can be confusing Which again and again and again Dark Souls
III is a brutal game. It's an action RPG that requires you to die and git gud as the community would say. If you fail to kill a boss, try again. Terraria is almost ten years old, but it's a treasure. It is now a classic adventure PC game that continues to attract countless thousands of players a day. The cute 2D pixel graphics
matched by addictive and deep gameplay make this one of the best adventure games you buy on PC. There are so many items that it is unreal. You start with a character in a strange new world, where you have to mine, build a house, recruit useful NPCs, take out bosses and hunt for powerful items. There is so much to
do, whether you prefer fishing, mining, combat, boss tackling, or random events. It's a huge game. Once you're done with everything on offer – which will take centuries – there are plenty of mods and even an expert mode to really put your skills to the test. Bring some friends for even more entertainment. Think of
Terraria as a 2D side-scrolling Minecraft with so, so, so, so much more content. So many items Addictive gameplay Lots of content Wonderful graphics Multiplayer You lose countless hours Discover and build everything Terraria is an adventure game that lets your imagination run wild with lots to do, mine, build and
explore. Bring some friends for some good times. Euro Truck Simulator 2 is a huge, popular game and remains one of my all-time favorites. Sure, it's a truck-driving simulator, and you're probably wondering, why would I want to endure hours of driving? That's what I thought when I recommended it, but developer SCS
has done an excellent job in recreating the experience of driving a real truck in the UK and mainland Europe. The map is narrowed and places don't come close to real sizes, but generally it's a super fun game to lose for hours in. Combined with actual truck driving are business management (you hire new drivers, buy
new trucks, build and develop bases), in-depth customization and the freedom to go wherever you want, however you When you're ready to get a job, grab a trailer and start cracking. No powerful PC is needed to play ETS2 as well. Great gameplay Licensed Trucks Enough to do Multiplayer mod Making all deliveries
Euro Truck Simulator 2 is a game you might think you won't like, but once you open the in your new cabin it will be an absolute pleasure to play. Source: ConcernedApe Stardew Valley is one of those interesting games that took the gaming world by storm. Harvest Moon and other life simulation games are usually
console-bound, aside from The Sims. ConcernedApe decided this just wouldn't do and brought a killer experience for PC gamers to enjoy. In Stardew Valley, you go to the area after inheriting a piece of land from a relative, and it's up to you to figure it all out, build trees, plant crops, build buildings, raise animals and



much more. It's not just about farming, too, because there are caves to explore, monsters to kill, and fish to catch. The game goes through the four seasons, and there are even activities held by the nearby village. Multiplayer works well with multiple players able to live on the same farm, housed in their own buildings.
Addictive Gameplay Stunning Design Multiplayer Enough to Do Countless Crops and Animals Somewhat Limited for Some Grow Your Own Farm! Stardew Valley is one of those indie games that you would buy on a whim, only to discover that there is so much depth here. It's a great simulation game with a lot to offer.
Minecraft is a blocky world where everything is a block, including your character. You'll mine these blocks, build them, create strange constructions, beat bosses, explore mysterious locations, download and install mods, and create worlds with your friends. It's a game that has been around for years, sees a steady but
slow stream of updates with new content (bees!), and has millions of people playing worldwide. If you feel like building something, designing your own home or recreating the Death Star at scale, this is the game you need. So much to do Best played with friends So many mods Works on most devices Unleash your
creativity Build everything you imagine in the wonderful world of Minecraft. This has become the best-selling game of all time, topping Tetris, for good reason. Cuphead is literally a work of art, sporting 1930s-themed hand-painted backgrounds, frame-by-frame hand-drawn sprites, featuring some of the most imaginative,
whimsical, and crazy boss battles ever seen in gaming. It's a side-scrolling shooter that pays homage to a variety of classic design principles, both in art and gaming. You have directional shooting, bullet-hell levels, and vaudevillian art melted down to create a game that attacks your eyes and your brain, with its sheer
beauty and diabolical difficulty. As a game, Cuphead certainly won't appeal to anyone, primarily targeted as a boss-killer, but it's a shining beacon of creativity. Like Dark Souls III, some people may find the challenges in Cuphead a little too challenging to overcome. Beautiful Art Style Amazing Animations Bosses
Addictive gameplay Fun multiplayer Settle your debt with the Devil Cuphead is a fun but challenging platformer that focuses on taking down difficult bosses like a teacup to settle down Blame the devil. Source: Windows Central Cities: Skylines has been out for some time, but it remains to this day as one of the best city
management games on PC. Developer Colossal Order created something magical, simulating every citizen as they do their business. You'll be able to start with a burgeoning village community and transform the area into a bustling city as more people decide to buy real estate and move to your new metropolis. It's not
that easy, however. It is essential to keep an eye on cash flow and available public services. Oh, and never forget the traffic! Great aesthetics Traffic simulation Addictive gameplay Solid DLC Amazing community mods Build your own city Cities: Skylines is the best city management game on PC. Period. It takes
everything the classic SimCity games so well and adds some excellent 3D effects and QOL improvements. Source: Windows Central Path of Exile is not just a game; It's a journey. If you like RPGs where you select and build a character through level progression and skill tree point allocation, this is the game for you. It's
also packed with loot, so you can equip your budding adventurer with some high-hitting, fancy-looking gear. Like Diablo, the game aims to progress through the story, taking hordes of enemies. After that, the game really starts with end-game content in the form of cards, as well as additions from all the different leagues
that run regularly. This allows you to start each season fresh to participate in the new content. It is also socially based, with a huge user-driven market with in-game items used as currencies. There's a pretty steep learning curve, but once you're in the groove and have found a playing style and character build that suits
you, it becomes a hell of an addiction. I, personally, have invested hundreds and hundreds of hours and loved every moment. Addictive gameplay Rolling leagues So much loot can play with up to 7 friends Some incredibly fun play styles Craft your own adventure Path of Exile is the spiritual successor to Diablo 3. I
understand that Diablo 4 is in the works, but you have to watch it completely on this free-to-play action RPG. It's unbelievable. Source: Sports Interactive Football Manager has been around for decades. It was originally called Championship Manager, and I enjoyed these versions on MS-DOS. Today we are blessed with
Football Manager 2020, which brings with it the latest transfer updates, as well as numerous improvements. Although it's an annual release, like FIFA, I find there's more added with each edition here. The goal of the game is quite simple. You have to take control of a team and lead them to victory in local leagues and
international cups. It's not like that well though. There's a lot of depth here, including player scouting, statistics, development, youth, morality, media, and more. It's easy to imagine streak with nothing but a player substitute. Still, once you master the mechanics and start winning competitions, it becomes a rush to keep
clicking the advance button, just like Civilization. Another day in-game turns into an entire weekend lost and forgotten. The best manager game So much depth with so many teams Fully licensed Budding community with transfer updates Gorgeous UI So much to control Match results can be unfair Right footy This is not
an American Football game. This is real football. Take the job as manager of your favorite sports team, or start from the base scene with your local team and see how far you bring the boys (or girls). There have been so many great PC games released over the years, but there's one that always stands out: The Witcher 3.
It is now used as a benchmark of what new RPGs should be in terms of quality, and that's great for all PC gamers. It's a encapsulated story, a beautiful world, and full of interesting characters. You'll be sinking a lot of hours into this game, and that's not taking into account GWENT, the side card game that's spun off into
its own title. If you're not a fan of RPGs, there are plenty of other games available, whether you like adventure games or even just racing games. Look at them, or try them all. Credits – The team that worked on this guide Rich Edmonds is a staff reviewer at Windows Central, which means he tests more software and
hardware than he cares to remember. Joining Mobile Nations in 2010, you usually find him in a PC case tinkering around when not on a screen fighting with Grammar to use British words. Hit him on Twitter: @RichEdmonds. Richard Devine is reviews editor at Windows Central. You'll usually find him deep in hardware,
gaming, both or drinking root beer for which he openly has a mild addiction. We can earn a commission for purchases through our links. Learn more. More.
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